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1. INTRODUCTION 

The 2Y3S model of Foundation Degrees as the underpinning qualification in level 5 
Higher Level Apprenticeships (HLA) was identified as an area for review following 
the establishment of a 2Y3S model for FdDg Civil Engineering and subsequent 
quality concerns identified in Dec 2019 (ASECQ/19/42). The HLA FdDg Task & 
Finish Group was established in Jan 21 with a remit to review and make 
recommendations for part time (PT) FdDg as the underpinning qualification within 
HLA. This paper provides a set of outcomes and recommendations from the group. 

 

2. CURRENT LANDSCAPE 

Higher Level Apprenticeships were first piloted in Northern Ireland (NI) in 2015 with a 
move to steady state provision in academic year 18/19. In roles where the skills and 
competencies required are level 4 or 5 the Department for the Economy (DfE) funds 
the six further education colleges and the College of Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Enterprise (CAFRE) to deliver HLA. The underpinning qualifications can be HNC 
(level 4), HND, Foundation Degree or Professional Body Diplomas. Details of all 
approved HLA qualifications as of academic year 20/21 can be found in Appendix 1. 
As is evident from the table there is no one standard model for duration of PT FdDg 
qualifications (regardless of the awarding organisation) within HLA provision. 
Delivery models span 2Y3S to 3 year  with the majority of provision taking 3 years to 
complete. Ulster University is currently the largest awarding organisation (AO) for 
Foundation Degree within HLA with a preferred 3 year model for delivery. 

Higher Level Apprenticeships are the subject of heightened interest from employers 
and a key tool for DfE in supporting Economic Recovery1. The NI Skills barometer2 
identifies a number of skills gaps at levels 4 and 5, and it is expected there will be 
further growth of HLA at this level to address this. Thus it is important that a delivery 
model which meets the needs of the sector, the requirements of QAA3 4and DfE 
Operational Requirements whilst giving students the best possible opportunity for 
success is agreed.  

  

                                                            
1 https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/economy/dfe-economic-recovery-action-plan.pdf  
2 https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/publications/northern-ireland-skills-barometer-2019-update 
3 https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/quality-code/characteristics-statement-apprenticeships.pdf 
4 https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/quality-code/foundation-degree-characteristics-statement-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=6fc5ca81_10  

https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/economy/dfe-economic-recovery-action-plan.pdf
https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/publications/northern-ireland-skills-barometer-2019-update
https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/quality-code/characteristics-statement-apprenticeships.pdf
https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/quality-code/foundation-degree-characteristics-statement-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=6fc5ca81_10
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3. FOUNDATION DEGREE IN HLA DELIVERY MODELS  

An overview of all Ulster validated FdDg within HLA and the articulation route is 
available in Appendix 2.  There are currently three models of PT FdDg delivery: 

 

Preferred Model for Foundation Degree in HLA 

The University’s preferred model for PT Foundation Degree delivery is the standard 
three year, two semester part-time model based on 80 credits a year. This model 
supports students who are studying alongside employment, enables delivery within 7 
timetabled contact hours for off-the-job training and provides the opportunity easily 
include resit examinations/coursework should this occur.  

a) Accelerated Model for Foundation Degree in HLA 

In sectors where the three year model of delivery is not suitable, the university can 
offer an alternative accelerated model of delivery based on two years and one 
semester. This model is already in use across a range of sectors and awarding 
organisations (Appendix 1). In this instance students will complete 100 credits in 
year 1, 100 credits in year 2 and the final 40 credits of WBL in year 3 semester 1. 
Where the accelerated option is offered an articulation route to begin in semester 2 
will be explored. 

b) Fast Track (2Y3S) Model for Foundation Degree in HLA 

The 2Y3S model of delivery is not readily available as a delivery mode as it requires 
delivery across 3 semesters per year (45 weeks), extended delivery days and does 
not accommodate failure easily.  

However, the 2Y3S model is currently offered in two colleges as the underpinning 
qualification in HLA: 

i. Applied Industrial Sciences (Southern Regional College) 

This FdDg was developed specifically for the sector as an HLA. It has 
successfully run for a number of years, has an articulation route into a 
level 6 HLA in Ulster University, and a level 7 HLA pathway at Queens 
University. No quality concerns have been raised in relation to this FdDg.  

 
ii. Civil Engineering (Belfast Met) 

This FdDg was agreed as a pilot 2Y3S in 18/19 following a request from 
the sector. However, unlike Applied Industrial Sciences, other colleges 
offer this qualification within an HLA through standard or accelerated 
delivery modes. Quality concerns have been raised by the external 
examiner in relation to missing marks, rescaling of module marks and 
modular review in terms of marks and assessment. This programme is 
currently validated until 23/24. 
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The QAA Characteristics Statement on Higher Education in Apprenticeships5 (2019) 
specifies the requirement “for 20% of off-the-job learning to take place through day 
release, block study, online study etc but which cannot be part of an apprentice’s 
normal work duties”.  

 

Recommendations: 

I. The preferred model for part time foundation degree delivery within HLA is 
3 years. 

II. In sectors where the 3 year model is not suitable FPM can work with 
partners to develop a 2 year 1 semester model and will explore a semester 
2 articulation route. 

III. The 2Y3S model will not be offered as an option for new developments. 

IV. Existing 2Y3S models will be considered for revalidation in instances 
where: 

a. Success 2 KPI (75%) has been met consistently across the 
approval period. 

b.  Attrition Rates of no more than 10% have been met consistently 
across the approval period. 

c. Projected intakes have been met consistently across the approval 
period. 

d. No quality concerns have been identified through the approval 
period.  

e. Faculty are confident this is the only delivery mode suitable for the 
sector. 

 

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE 

There is currently no distinction between HLA students and PT FdDg students  as 
both register on the same programme code. Due to this it is not currently possible to 
determine success 2 figures for HLA students. However, the working group 
recognise the need to differentiate between these two student types to ensure quality 
assurance metrics are being met and accurate student data can be collated.  

Recommendations: 

V. Where Foundation degrees are proposed as the knowledge component of 
Higher-Level Apprenticeships (HLAs), the Faculty Partnership Manager 
(FPM) must be informed at application stage.  

VI. The FPM must be informed of any existing HLA agreements which are 
based on a Foundation degree.  

                                                            
5 5 https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/quality-code/characteristics-statement-apprenticeships.pdf 

https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/quality-code/characteristics-statement-apprenticeships.pdf
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VII. The University will create a separate course code to register HLA part-time 
students (as distinct from part-time students). 

 

5. CURRICULUM DESIGN & SUPPORT 

The integrated curriculum design framework (ICDF) 
https://www.ulster.ac.uk/cherp/programmes-and-projects/icdf has been further 
developed and implemented since the original ASQEC paper in 2019 
(ASQEC/19/42).  

An annual Partner College specific event on using ICDF to support curriculum design 
is available. This is led by CHERP and FPMs with the next one planned for October 
2021. An accompanying SharePoint website with curriculum design resources has 
also been developed for collaborative partners and can be accessed at 
https://ulster.sharepoint.com/sites/ICDF/CPIP . FPMs or other faculty colleagues 
may offer more specific support if appropriate. 

Recommendation: 

VIII. The ICDF supports staff through the re/validation period through a clearly 
defined approach, any design needs and support for HLA FdDg should 
align with the framework 

 

6. GUIDANCE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF PART TIME FOUNDTION DEGREES IN 
APPRENTICESHIPS 

Guidance (Appendix 3) has been developed which incorporates the recommendations of this 
paper and provides partners with relevant and appropriate information when considering the 
use of an Ulster University accredited Foundation Degree as the underpinning qualification 
in Higher Level Apprenticeships.  

In addition the QAA Characteristics Statement for Higher Education in Apprenticeships6 will 
be circulated to all partners and made available on the Apprenticeship Hub website.  

Recommendation: 

IX. ASQEC to endorse the Guidance for the Management of Part-Time Foundation 
Degrees in Apprenticeships. 

 

7. INFLUENCE ON STRATEGIC APPROACH TO HIGHER LEVEL APPRENTICESHIPS 

The current operating context is markedly different to that in Dec 2019 when the original 
ASQEC paper was considered.  Outcomes from the following initiatives will impact on 
Guidance for the Management of PT FdDg in HLA, and on the development of Ulster’s HLA 
strategy.  

• The HE in FE Review 
• Public Sector Apprenticeship Funding 
• Apprenticeship Challenge Fund Sectoral Pathways Reports 

                                                            
66 https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/quality-code/characteristics-statement-apprenticeships.pdf  

https://www.ulster.ac.uk/cherp/programmes-and-projects/icdf
https://ulster.sharepoint.com/sites/ICDF/CPIP
https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/quality-code/characteristics-statement-apprenticeships.pdf
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• Flexible Skills Fund 

Recommendation: 

X. The Head of Apprenticeships to remain a standing member of the Collaborative 
Courses Forum to ensure congruence between PT FdDg and Ulster HLA strategy 
and provision.   
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APPROVED  HLA NI LEVEL DURATION ENTRY AO
Construction - Higher National Certificate (HNC) in construction and the built 
environment – Northern Regional College (Northern)

4
2Y

48 UCAS 
POINTS PEARSON

Construction- building services - HNC in construction and the built environment - 
building services engineering – SERC

4
2Y

48 UCAS 
POINTS PEARSON

Construction- surveying  - HNC in construction and the built environment - 
surveying – Northern

4
2Y

48 UCAS 
POINTS PEARSON

Accountancy - Accounting Technicians Ireland (ATI) certificate/ diploma for 
accounting technicians – BMC, Northern, NWRC, SERC, SRC, SWC 5 2Y

96 UCAS 
POINTS ATI

Advanced manufacturing - Foundation degree in electrical and electronic 
engineering – Northern

5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Advanced manufacturing - Foundation degree in mechanical and manufacturing 
engineering – Northern

5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Applied industrial science (chemical science) - Foundation degree in applied 
industrial science (chemical science) – SRC

5
2y3s

48 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Applied industrial science (life science) - Foundation degree in applied industrial 
science (life science) – SRC

5
2y3s

48 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Building services with sustainable energy – Foundation degree in building services 
with sustainable energy – South West College (SWC)

5
2y3s

48 UCAS 
POINTS OU

Business management - Foundation degree in business management – SWC 5
2.5Y

64-72 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Civil engineering- Foundation degree (FdEng) civil engineering – BMC 5 2y3S UU
Civil Engineering, (Accelerated Mode Part-time ) – Foundation degree (FdEng) civil 
engineering (with CertHE exit award) – SWC

5
2.5Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Civil Engineering, (Part-time) Foundation degree (FdEng) civil engineering (with 
CertHE exit award) – SWC

5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Computing- Foundation degree (FdSc) in computing – Northern, SWC, SERC 5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Construction Engineering -  Foundation degree in construction engineering with 
surveying - Northern

5
3y

48 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Construction engineering with surveying - Foundation degree (FdSc) in construction 
engineering with surveying South West College (SWC) Northern

5
3Y

48 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Cyber security and networking infrastructure - Foundation degree in cyber security 
and networking infrastructure – BMC

5
2.5Y

64 UCAS 
POINTS OU

Digital construction - Foundation degree (FDSc) digital construction – Southern 
Regional College (SRC)

5
3Y

48 UCAS 
POINTS OU

Digital marketing, advertising and communication- Foundation degree in digital 
marketing, advertising and communication- SRC

5
2.5Y

64 UCAS 
POINTS OU

Electrical and electronic engineering - Foundation degree in electrical and 
electronic engineering –NWRC

5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Energy, environment, sustainability - Foundation degree in energy, environment 
and sustainability – SWC

5
3y

64 UCAS 
POINTS QUB

Food and drink manufacture - Foundation degree (FDSc) in food and drink 
manufacture – College of Agriculture, Food and Rural Enterprise (CAFRE) 5 3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Hospitality and tourism management with specialisms – hospitality - Foundation 
degree (FdSc) hospitality and tourism management with specialisms – NWRC, SRC

5
2.5y

64-72 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Hospitality and tourism management with specialisms- Foundation degree (FdSc) 
hospitality and tourism management - BMC

5
2.5Y

64 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Hospitality and tourism management with specialisms- travel and tourism - FdSc 
hospitality and tourism management with specialisms  - NWRC

5
2.5Y

64-72 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Manufacturing engineering (accelerated mode 2.5 years) - Foundation degree in 
engineering, with specialisms in manufacturing – SWC

5
2.5Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Manufacturing engineering (part-time three years) -Foundation degree in 
engineering, with specialisms in manufacturing  – SWC

5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Mechanical engineering - Foundation degree in mechanical engineering – NWRC 5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Mechatronic Engineering - Foundation degree in mechatronic engineering – SERC, 
SRC

5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Mechatronic engineering (accelerated mode 2.5 years) - Foundation degree in 
engineering (with specialisms) - mechatronics  – SWC

5
2.5Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Mechatronic engineering (part-time three years) - Foundation degree in 
engineering (with specialisms) - mechatronics - SWC

5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

Software cloud and application development - Foundation degree in cloud and 
application development – BMC

5
2.5y

64 UCAS 
POINTS OU

Software development - Foundation degree in software development – NWRC 5
3Y

56 UCAS 
POINTS UU

APPENDIX 1: Foundation Degree in HLA (All Providers)  
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Appendix 2: Ulster University Validated Foundation Degree in HLA (20/21) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Foundation Degree Programme Name Faculty College Duration Articulation 
FdEng Advanced Manufacturing - Electical & Electronic Engineering CEBE NRC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT
FdEng Advanced Manufacturing - Mechanical & Manufacturing Engineering CEBE NRC 3Y Levl 5 (Y2) of PT, FT
FdEng Civil Engineering CEBE BMC 2Y3S Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdEng Civil Engineering (CertHE exit award) CEBE SWC 2Y+1S Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdEng Civil Engineering (CertHE exit award) CEBE SWC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdSc Computing CEBE NRC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdSc Computing CEBE SERC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdSc Computing CEBE SWC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdSc Construction Engineering with Surveying CEBE NRC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdSc Construction Engineering with Surveying CEBE SWC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdEng Manufacturing Engineering CEBE SWC 2y+1S Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT. Degree Apprenticeship under development  
FdEng Mechanical Engineering CEBE NWRC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT 
FdEng Mechatronic Engineering CEBE SRC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT 
FdEng Mechatronic Engineering CEBE SERC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT 
FdEng Mechatronic Engineering CEBE SWC 2Y+1S Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT 
FdEng Mechatronic Engineering CEBE SWC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT 
FdSc Software Development CEBE NWRC 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT or Degree Apprenticeship 
FdSc Applied Industrial Science (Chemical Science) LHS SRC 2Y3S Level 6 (Final Yr) Degree Apprenticeship 
FdSc Applied Industrial Science (Life Science) LHS SRC 2Y3S Level 6 (Final Yr) Degree Apprenticeship 
FdSc Food and Drink Manufacture LHS CAFRE 3Y Level 5 (Y2) of PT, FT. Degree Apprenticeship under development  
FdSc Business Management UUBS SWC 2.5Yrs 40 credits at Level 5 (bridging) & Level 6 (Final Yr) PT, FT
FdSc Hospitality & Tourism Management with Specialisms UUBS NWRC 2Y+1S 40 credits at Level 5 (bridging) & Level 6 (Final Yr) PT, FT
FdSc Hospitality & Tourism Management with Specialisms UUBS SRC 2Y+1S 40 credits at Level 5 (bridging) & Level 6 (Final Yr) PT, FT
FdSc Hospitality & Toursim Management with Specialisms UUBS BMC 2Y+1S 40 credits at Level 5 (bridging) & Level 6 (Final Yr) PT, FT
FdSc Hospitality & Toursim Management with Specialisms UUBS NWRC 2Y+1S 40 credits at Level 5 (bridging) & Level 6 (Final Yr) PT, FT
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Appendix 3:  

GUIDANCE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF PART-TIME FOUNDATION DEGREES IN 
APPRENTICESHIPS 

1. Where Foundation degrees are proposed as the knowledge component of Higher-
Level Apprenticeships (HLAs), the FPM must be informed at application stage.  

2. The FPM must be informed of any existing HLA agreements which are based on a 
Foundation degree.  

3. The University will create a separate course code to register HLA part-time students 
(as distinct from part-time students). 

4. Colleges must refer to the QAA Characteristics Statement: Higher Education in 
Apprenticeships, July 2019, in addition to the usual QAA Statements. 

5. The Course must adopt the standard Work-based Learning module developed by the 
University.  

6. The University’s preferred mode of delivery is the normal three-year, two-semester 
part-time model, based on 80 credits per year.  

7. An alternative which may be offered is the accelerated part-time model, based on 
delivery over two years, one semester. Students complete 100 credits in year 1, 100 
in year 2 and the final 40 credits of WBL in year 3, semester 1. This model makes 
use of the intensive summer semester to deliver 20 credits over a maximum of 8 
weeks (block delivery may be employed). Normal regulations apply, especially in 
relation to resits, supplementary boards, etc. Where this is proposed, a standard part-
time version of the course should also be proposed.  

8. Where the accelerated part-time mode is offered, the University will explore the 
potential for the articulation route to begin in semester 2 following on from completion 
of the Foundation degree.  

9. A teaching and resource plan for the intensive summer semester in both years must 
be presented for approval. The College will be required to complete a template 
addressing these resources as part of the proposal. 

10. Entry requirements for the accelerated part-time model are the same as for the 
traditional part-time model.  

11. The University will specify articulation to at least one Bachelor’s degree with honours 
course, with the time required to complete the Foundation degree plus top-up 
qualification being comparable to that involved in the traditional linked Bachelor's 
degree with Honours course. Progression from a Foundation degree to an alternative 
articulation route may require a bridging course. These arrangements will be 
established at approval.  

12. The maximum timetabled contact hours in any one day should not exceed 7 (based 
on an 8-hour day with breaks). Where required contact hours are in excess of 7 per 
week, the University will require additional time for delivery of the programme. 
Lectures, for example, could be delivered online or in person on a different evening 
to the day release delivery, and the plan should be submitted for review at approval.  

13.  An assessment exemplar focussing on the project element of the work-based 
learning module must be presented at evaluation/ revalidation.  

14. Mechanisms for the mentoring and training of employers/ work-based learning 
supervisors, as well as ongoing monitoring, must be explicitly addressed in the course 
documentation at approval stage.  
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